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The ring-opening co-polymerisation (ROCOP) of epoxides and cyclic anhydrides is a versatile route to new polyesters. The vast number of monomers that are readily available means that an effectively limitless number of unique polymeric materials can be prepared using a common synthetic route, thereby paving the way to polymers that are more recyclable and could be used in applications that currently lie exclusively within the remit of polyolefins. Metalloocene complexes [Cp2MCl2] (M = Ti, Zr, Hf, Cp = η5-C5H5) are known to be excellent pre-catalysts for olefin polymerisation and yet have not been reported for ROCOP, despite their supreme pedigree in the polymerisation realm. Herein, we report the first application of [Cp2MCl2] as catalysts for the ROCOP of epoxides and anhydrides and show that they are effective catalysts for this reaction. The catalytic performances are good with standard epoxides such as cyclohexene oxide but are excellent with more challenging sterically demanding limonene oxide, and this therefore represents a highly effective catalyst system for the preparation of bio-derived recyclable polymers.

Introduction

We live in a plastic-hungry society where polymeric materials pervade almost every facet of daily life. Global polymer production is dominated by polyethylene, polypropylene, and polyvinyl chloride, which together make up 59% of global polymer demand.1 These materials do not readily degrade in the environment, meaning their improper disposal has led to extensive pollution of aquatic environments.2–4 The ever-increasing use of plastics and a heightened awareness of their environmental footprint means that chemists must develop novel polymers with enhanced properties to those in common use, whilst simultaneously incorporating recyclability at the point of synthesis. Attention often turns to polyesters since they are hydrolysable, making them both recyclable through depolymerisation as well as potentially biodegradable, thereby alleviating the end-of-life issues that plague many plastics.5–8 Traditionally, polyesters are synthesised by step-growth polymerisation involving the catalytic ring-opening polymerisation of lactones, where a relatively small selection of suitable monomers restricts the potential physical properties of the resultant polyesters, as well as the scope for subsequent modification.27

Many different catalysts have been used to effect epoxide–anhydride ROCOP, including organocatalysts,28–30 and complexes of aluminium,31–33 cobalt,10,12,34 chromium,35,36 iron,16,17 magnesium,27,37,38 and zinc.39–41 However, there are only limited reports of the Group 4 metals (Ti, Zr, Hf) being used in this transformation; perhaps surprising given there are multiple studies detailing their efficacy in the ROP of cyclic polyesters poor control of mole-
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Scheme 1 The ring-opening copolymerisation (ROCOP) of cyclic anhydrides and epoxides to produce polyesters.
esters and the ROCOP of epoxides and CO₂. In 1999, Endo and co-workers reported the use of titanium alkoxide catalysts in the ROCOP of oxetane and anhydrides, whilst heterogeneous zirconium phosphate materials with intercalated amines have also been demonstrated to catalyse the ROCOP of glycidyl phenyl ether and hexahydro-4-methylphthalic anhydride. Furthermore, Chakraborty, Chand and colleagues have detailed the use of 8-hydroxyquinolinate based ligands complexed to titanium and zirconium in the copolymerisation of maleic anhydride and tert-butyl glycidyl ether. More recently, the Williams group have reported a bis(acetate) Zr(IV) catalyst for the terpolymerisation of anhydrides, tetrahydrofurans and epoxides or oxetanes to produce poly(esters-alt-ethers). When considering the Group 4 metals, the mind immediately turns to cyclopentadienyl (η⁵-C₅H₅⁻, Cp) based metallocene complexes, and in turn the polymerisation of olefins. Interestingly, despite [Cp₂MCl₂] (M = Ti, Zr) being used to produce cyclic carbonate from CO₂ and propylene oxide, and the Ti(III) species [Cp₂TiCl] promoting radical-initiated ROCOP, more recently, the Williams group have reported a bis(acetate) [Cp₂ZrCl₂] (M = Ti, Zr, Hf) in conjunction with the nucleophilic co-catalyst 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) in the ring-opening copolymerisation of epoxides and cyclic anhydrides. This includes the large-scale synthesis of partially bio-derived polyesters from limonene oxide and (to our knowledge) the first example of hafnium used in epoxide–anhydride ROCOP.

### Results and discussion

Starting from a simple 2 × 2 matrix of epoxides and cyclic anhydrides, the three metallocene complexes [Cp₂MCl₂] (M = Ti, Zr, Hf) were investigated for their use in ROCOP. DMAP was used as a co-catalyst to allow differentiation of initiation by external co-catalyst and chlorides present in the precatalyst, see MALDI-ToF data below. Substrates examined include cyclohexene oxide (CHO) and 4-vinylcyclohexene oxide (VCHO), as well as phthalic anhydride (PA) and tetrachlorophthalic anhydride (TCPA). VCHO is of interest as its vinyl functionality allows for post-polymerisation modification through hydrodride (TCPA). Substrates examined include cyclopentadienyl (η⁵-C₅H₅⁻, Cp) based metallocene complexes, and in turn the polymerisation of olefins. Interestingly, despite [Cp₂MCl₂] (M = Ti, Zr) being used to produce cyclic carbonate from CO₂ and propylene oxide, and the Ti(III) species [Cp₂TiCl] promoting radical-initiated ROCOP, with near perfect alternating selectivity were observed in the 1H NMR spectra of the reaction mixtures. Determined from 1H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. Determined by GPC (viscometry detection against polystyrene standards). †D = Mmol/Mw.

### Table 1 Copolymerisation of PA with CHO and VCHO

| Entry | Epoxide | M      | Conv. (%) | Ester (%) | Mₙ/d/kDa | D²
|-------|---------|--------|-----------|-----------|----------|-----
| 1     | CHO     | Ti     | 74        | 89        | 16.8     | 1.24
| 2     | CHO     | Zr     | 61        | 83        | 17.7     | 1.39
| 3     | CHO     | Hf     | 55        | 66        | 14.4     | 1.61
| 4     | None    |        | 32        | >95       | 19.1     | 1.22
| 5     | VCHO    | Ti     | 74        | 85        | 37.0     | 1.20
| 6     | VCHO    | Zr     | 66        | 80        | 31.4     | 1.47
| 7     | VCHO    | Hf     | 57        | 52        | 17.7     | 1.44
| 8     | None    |        | 35        | 94        | 60.2     | 1.33

a Average of at least two runs. Conditions: 1 eq = 6.4 µmol (1 eq) metallocone (unless otherwise stated), 2 eq DMAP, 400 eq PA, 400 eq epoxide, 1 mL toluene, 80 °C for 21 hours. Determined from 1H NMR spectra of the reaction mixtures. Determined from 1H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. Determined by GPC (viscometry detection against polystyrene standards).
In addition, polymerisations of CHO and PA conducted without DMAP showed low (ca. 30%) ester selectivity.

The analogous reactions using TCPA are described in Table 2. Due to the reduced solubility of TCPA, the amounts of all reagents aside from the solvent were halved (molar ratios of [metallocene]:[DMAP]:[epoxide]:[anhydride] remained 1:2:400:400). Despite this however, reaction times decreased dramatically, with near quantitative conversion of CHO observed after 14 hours using both [Cp2ZrCl2] and [Cp2HfCl2] (entries 2 and 3). Given that the rate determining step of this reaction remains epoxide opening, this increase in activity could be attributed to the electron-withdrawing chloro substituents stabilising the carbonyl anion in non-polar media, better facilitating its de-coordination and subsequent reaction with metal-bound epoxide. In another departure from copolymerisations of PA discussed previously, reactions using [Cp2TiCl2] (entries 1 and 5) gave lower conversions than both the zirconium and hafnium congeners (entries 2, 3 and 6, 7). This reversal in activity could be attributed to steric congestion around the metal centres, where the larger zirconium and hafnium can more easily accommodate the significant extra volume occupied by the chloro-substituted polymer chains. Concurrently, the selectivity of reactions involving [Cp2HfCl2] and CHO-TCPA increased relative to CHO-PA (entry 3), although hafnium remained the least selective of the three metals.

Also noteworthy is the detection of polyether resonances when no metallocone is added, in particular for VCHO where the addition of [Cp2TiCl2] actually increased ester selectivity (entries 4 and 6). Despite the molecular weights being similar for both TCPA and PA in absolute terms (with the exception of (entries 5 and 8). Despite the molecular weights being similar around the metal centres, where the larger zirconium and hafnium can more easily accommodate the significant extra volume occupied by the chloro-substituted polymer chains. This is likely due to chain transfer processes, specifically the increased favourability of transesterification at a more electrophilic ester carbonyl group.

MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry of the polymers was used to ascertain whether the observed polyether resonances in the 1H NMR spectra of the polymers were incorporated into predominantly polyester chains, or distinct polyether chains produced by a separate polymerisation process. A representative MALDI-ToF spectrum of the CHO-PA polymer produced by [Cp2TiCl2] is displayed in Fig. 1, with the repeating series corresponding to the CHO-PA unit of 246 Da indicated by different colours. All observed series in positive mode were initiated by DMAP, highlighting its importance as a nucleophilic cocatalyst, with these findings consistent with previously reported MALDI-ToF spectra for polyesters produced by an aluminium bis(methyl) pre-catalyst and DMAP.  

The appearance of several series corresponding to various “extra” CHO units (up to 4 across the polymer chain) indicate that there are polyether linkages within the chains, as well as potentially as end groups. These possibilities are indistinguishably by mass and therefore both are shown in Fig. 1. Similarly, MALDI series containing up to 8 extra epoxide units have been observed for a polymer with higher ether content (20% vs. 11%, Fig. S22†). These findings are consistent with previous mechanistic work where ester and ether producing catalytic cycles are thought to originate from a single catalytic species. Despite this, under identical reaction conditions in the absence of anhydride, [Cp2ZrCl2] did not produce poly (CHO), with this highlighting the intrinsic differences in rate of reaction between the monomers.

Mechanistic studies: stoichiometric reactions

Although significant increases in conversion followed the introduction of all three metallocones, there remained no direct evidence explaining how they initiate ROCOP reactions. Therefore, experiments were performed to detect the generation of catalytic intermediates and follow the propagation of nascent polymer chains. [Cp2ZrCl2] reacts with propylene oxide in the absence of co-catalyst to give two species, likely corresponding to a mono- and bis(alkoxide) (Scheme 2). Addition of further propylene oxide pushed conversion to a major product with 1H NMR signals in a 10:2:4:6 integration ratio; COSY experiments confirmed the mutual coupling of the signal at δH = 4.15 with the two resonances at δH = 3.34 and 1.16 (Fig. S22†). This is consistent with a bis(alkoxide) complex and confirms the feasibility of reaction of the metallocone precatalysts with epoxides. Furthermore, calculation of NMR shielding tensors in Gaussian 09 yield predicted chemical shifts for the alkoxide protons that are compatible with those observed experimentally, suggesting the assigned regiochemistry in Scheme 2 (i.e. chloride attack at the least hindered carbon of propylene oxide) is the major product [DFT predicted δH = 4.25 (2H), 3.35 (4H), 1.27 (6H), observed δH = 4.15 (2H), 3.34 (4H), 1.16 (6H)]73,74 Indeed, a similar prediction on the isomer resulting from attack of the most hindered
The position gave $\delta^H = 4.24 \text{ (2H), 4.22 \text{ (4H), 1.45 \text{ (6H); a far poorer match to the observed spectrum (Fig. S3).}}$

To experimentally confirm the regiochemistry, analogous reactions with epichlorohydrin were conducted, which gave a $1 : 4 : 6 : 4 : 1$ quintet ($J = 5.3 \text{ Hz}$) resulting from reaction at the least hindered position (Fig. S4†). This coupling to four equivalent protons is not possible if attack occurs at the most hindered carbon, where one would expect a triplet of triplets for the single proton environment.

Similar experiments, this time with two equivalents of DMAP and $[\text{Cp}_2\text{ZrCl}_2]$ in a precise $2 : 1$ ratio gave rise to new metallocene species once two equivalents of CHO were added (at room temperature, Fig. S5†). This, in conjunction with the above discussion shows that the ring-opening of metal-bound epoxide by external attack of dissociated chloride or DMAP at a zirconium centre are viable initiation pathways. Once heat was applied (Fig. S6†), the new metallocene peaks became more intense, with signals beginning to appear in the ether region of the $^1\text{H NMR}$ spectrum, again likely attributed to metal alkoxide complexes. More succinctly, resonances corresponding to DMAP-opened alkoxides (as indicated by COSY experiments) highlight the feasibility of metal-free initiation, albeit the ratio of these signals to those of unreacted DMAP ($\delta^H = 8.21, 6.47, 2.98$) is far lower than the equivalent ratio for metallocene species, where the original $[\text{Cp}_2\text{ZrCl}_2]$ is completely consumed. This mirrors the previously discussed experimental data, in that DMAP is an effective catalyst, but its initiation is far slower than when used in combination with metallocenes, as reflected by the lower conversions in polymerisation reactions when only DMAP was used. Addition of two equivalents of PA led to new resonances comparable to signals in the spectrum of the CHO-PA copolymer, both in the ester and aromatic regions (Fig. S6†). No heating or any appreciable timeframe was required to see complete conversion of PA, showing the facile nature of anhydride opening compared to that of epoxide.

Following the addition of two more equivalents of CHO, the reaction mixture was analysed by electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), with ring-opened products initiated by...
DMAP apparent in positive mode (Fig. 2, full spectra shown in Fig. S8 and S9†). A chloride-initiated CHO–PA unit was seen in negative mode spectrum, alongside an unsaturated fragment of m/z = 245.09 Da, presumably forming within the mass spectrometer after a loss of HCl.

A summary of the proposed initiation modes is shown in Scheme 3, which details how both DMAP and chloride initiated chains can arise, with the prevalence of both types of initiation consistent with both the stoichiometric reactions and MALDI-ToF spectra of the polymers.

Mechanistic studies: density functional theory calculations

Further understanding of the propagation mechanism of the metallocene-mediated polymerisation was obtained using DFT calculations (Scheme 4). Previous calculations performed by Cramer, Coates, Tolman and co-workers have demonstrated a feasible propagation cycle for an aluminium Salph catalyst; our experimental observations are consistent with this previously reported mechanism, which was therefore used as the starting point for our calculations, examining [Cp₂Ti(OAc)₂] as an on-cycle catalyst for the copolymerisation of ethylene oxide (EO) and succinic anhydride (SA). Since experimentally, the rate-limiting step is epoxide opening (affording an alkoxide) and anhydride addition (affording a carboxylate) is fast, the resting state of the catalyst is expected to contain two carboxylate-terminated polymer chains, which we model as acetate.

The initiation steps (i.e. reaction of chloride pre-catalysts) examined by stoichiometric reactions were not studied here. EO and SA were chosen as substrates both for computational simplicity and to eliminate a large volume of conformational ambiguity leading to difficulty in isolating true minima for each intermediate. Therefore, the energies are expected be attenuated by the steric and electronic parameters of the experimental substrates, as well as changeable ring strain.

The proximity of the labile sites in the [Cp₂Ti] intermediates allows for two different routes for anhydride opening: (a) insertion of a metal-alkoxide into a non-coordinating anhydride (as described by Cramer, Coates and Tolman) along with spontaneous ring-opening, or (b) migratory insertion of a metal-alkoxide into a pre-coordinated anhydride, similar to a route often invoked in the ring-opening polymerisation (ROP) of lactones. However, no minima corresponding to anhydride pre-coordination could be found for this system, and so the energetically feasible propagation cycle displayed in Scheme 4 features the initial insertion without pre-coordination to the metal, and is followed by a distinct ring-opening step.

There is a choice of pathways to Int1b, the precursor to epoxide opening. Either association of ethylene oxide (though...
not coordination, no such minima could be found) to \([\text{Cp}_2\text{Ti}(\text{OAc})]\) to give Int1c, or the formation of an ion pair resulting from the dissociation of one acetate ligand (Int1a). In addition to its role as a nucleophilic cocatalyst (as indicated by MALDI-ToF and stoichiometric reactions), it is possible to imagine a role for DMAP in the propagation cycle; as a strong donor one may expect coordination to the metal centre, helping to facilitate the de-coordination of polymer chains necessary for the binding and reaction of addition substrate. Although Int1-DMAP is energetically accessible (+18.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), attempts to observe metal–DMAP complexes by \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy proved fruitless, although this does not necessarily preclude a potentially transient existence.

The subsequent epoxide opening transition state (TS1) is significantly higher in energy than anhydride insertion (36.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) vs. 28.2 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), which corroborates experimental findings that epoxide opening is the rate limiting step. The product of this opening, Int2, is significantly lower in energy than Int1b. As with ethylene oxide, no minima corresponding to Int2 with an additional coordinated anhydride could be found, and the equivalent complex with a decoordinated acetate was found to be significantly (>40 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) higher in free energy than Int3. Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) (Fig. S32†) and Natural Bonding Orbital (NBO) analyses highlighted weak interactions between the anhydride protons and acetate oxygens, as well as a bond critical point between the alkoxide oxygen and the C=O bond of the anhydride. Although weak, this interaction may be significant, as it mirrors the reaction coordinate in TS2 for anhydride insertion. Finally, the ring-opening of the anhydride is completed with the relatively low energy TS3, remaking a bis(carboxylate) complex analogous to the starting point [Cp\(_2\)TiOAc\(_2\)].

![Scheme 4 Energetically feasible propagation cycle for the polymerisation of ethylene oxide and succinic anhydride with a \([\text{Cp}_2\text{Ti}(\text{OAc})]\) on-cycle catalyst. Calculated with Gaussian 09 at the M06/def2-TZVP level of theory (implicit toluene solvent). Free energies and enthalpies are quoted in kcal mol\(^{-1}\), and have been temperature corrected (70 °C) and concentration corrected using the Sackur–Tetrode equation, applied via the GoodVibes software package.](image-url)
As previously discussed in the context of the MALDI-ToF spectra of synthesised polymers, many of these carboxylate-terminated polymer chains will be DMAP initiated, and thereby zwitterionic. In this sense, DMAP may perform a role analogous to that described for [PPN]⁺ counterions in previous computational studies.³¹

Overall, the cycle is both exothermic (∆H < 0) and spontaneous (∆G < 0), whilst the lower energy barriers to anhydride insertion/opening compared to epoxide opening are consistent with the lack of heating required for anhydride consumption in the stoichiometric reactions described previously.

**Copolymerisation of limonene oxide**

A key advantage of ROCOP is the wide variety of available substrates, making unsaturated natural products such as pinene or limonene can be epoxidised and used to produce partially renewable polyesters. Therefore, we decided to extend our investigations to (+)-limonene-1,2-epoxide (mixture of cis/trans isomers) (LO), which required harsher conditions to polymerise given the increased level of substitution about the epoxide functionality. The results of its copolymerisation with PA at 100 °C with all three Group 4 metallocenes are detailed in Table 3 where, similarly to the results for TCPA above, both [Cp₂ZrCl₂] and [Cp₂HfCl₂] (entries 2 and 3) led to the largest increases in conversion in comparison to control reactions (entry 4).

Again, this could be attributed to the greater ionic radii of zirconium and hafnium facilitating reaction with a sterically demanding monomer. Indeed, the slow rate of reaction with LO has in turn greatly reduced the rate of epoxide homopolymerisation, as seen through the complete absence of ether linkages detected in any of the polymers. Unsurprisingly, molecular weights are relatively high when only DMAP is used, and in general molecular weights are decreased compared to polymers of CHO and VCHO with PA (Table 1). In conjunction with this are the observed increases in D (aside from CHO–PA [Cp₂HfCl₂], entry 3 Table 1, which does not significantly change when moving from CHO or VCHO to LO), suggesting that chain transfer is far more favourable with LO at higher reaction temperatures.

Although comparisons to previously reported catalytic systems are tentative given significant differences in both reaction conditions and catalyst loading, the performance of [Cp₂ZrCl₂] is somewhat comparable to known examples. For example, ([salophan]Al–Cl) and ([salophan]Cr–Cl) pre-catalysts have produced 24 and 28% conversion after 5 hours in toluene respectively at a higher catalyst loading and elevated temperature (110 °C).³² whilst an aminotriphenolate iron complex gave 46% conversion (84% in THF) in 24 hours at a higher concentration but far reduced temperature (65 °C) with [PPN]Cl as a co-catalyst.³³

In contrast to the high ether selectivity seen in the absence of DMAP for CHO and VCHO, polymerisations performed using [Cp₂ZrCl₂] and LO–PA produced oligomers (Mₙ = 950 Da, PDI = 1.5, ca. 3–4 LO–PA units) with no discernible ether linkages in the ¹H NMR spectrum. Although these reactions occurred with far lower activity (52% conversion of PA in 72 h) than those conducted employing DMAP as a cocatalyst, there is clearly potential for further catalyst development to produce a metalloocene-like pre-catalyst which is both highly active and selective without the need for a co-catalyst.

Despite extensive research in the field, epoxide–anhydride ROCOP is in its infancy as a technology, and as such there are few examples of multi-gram scale polymer syntheses using ROCOP. The ability to tolerate scale-up is clearly an important factor in process development, whilst also bridging the gap between catalytic chemistry and materials science. Therefore, given its favourable characteristics, a large-scale synthesis (identical monomer feed ratios and temperature used, see Experimental section for full details) of the LO–PA copolymer was performed with [Cp₂ZrCl₂], yielding 218 g (57%) of perfectly alternating polyester when run to 81% anhydride conversion. On this scale, distilling epoxides from CaH₂ and subliming anhydrides becomes impractical, and so a special consideration to whether the catalyst system is still effective under necessarily less stringently controlled reaction conditions is required. The observed drop in Mₙ from 5.8 to 4.1 kg mol⁻¹ without using these techniques is unsurprising since trace amounts of water/diacid can facilitate chain transfer. Pleasingly however, the D of the large-scale polymer decreased to 1.36 (vs. 1.52 on the small scale), meaning the reaction remains well controlled even without extensive purification of the monomers. This clearly demonstrates the utility of ROCOP in producing larger quantities of polymer, and investigations into the material properties of these polymers are ongoing in our laboratory.

**Table 3** Small scale copolymerisation of LO with PA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Cp₂MCl₂</th>
<th>Conversion PA/[%]</th>
<th>Ester/[%]</th>
<th>Mₙ[d,kDa]</th>
<th>D[e]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zr</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hf</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Average of at least three runs. Conditions: 1 eq. = 6.4 µmol (1 eq.) metallocone (unless otherwise stated), 2 eq. DMAP, 400 eq. PA, 400 eq. epoxide, 1 mL toluene, 80 °C for 29 hours. b Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the reaction mixtures. c Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. d Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. e Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. f Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. g Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. h Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. i Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. j Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. k Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. l Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. m Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. n Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. o Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. p Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. q Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. r Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. s Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. t Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. u Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. v Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. w Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. x Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. y Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. z Determined from ¹H NMR spectra of the resultant polymers. 

Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated the use of simple, commercially available metalloocene complexes of the Group
4 metals in the ROCOP of several epoxides and cyclic anhydrides, including the bio-derived limonene oxide. This was extended to a large scale synthesis, demonstrating the reaction is robust enough to be successful without extensive drying and degassing techniques typically used to purify epoxides. Mechanistic insights were also gained from stoichiometric reactions and DFT calculations.

The polymerisation performance was somewhat modest in comparison to using DMAP alone with CHO or VCHO, yet for more challenging substrates there is more a value to be had in their usage. The catalysts probed in this study have not been optimised through traditional ligand screening, yet open the gateway to a whole plethora of complexes based upon the metallocene ligand framework for use in ROCOP. This includes ansa and half metallocenes including so-called "constrained geometry catalysts", all of which have all been widely investigated for olefin polymerisation and have approached commercialisation in several cases.81–83
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